ABSTRACT. Measuring influence and determining what drives it are persistent questions in political science and in network analysis more generally. Herein we focus on the domain of international relations. Our major substantive question is: How can we determine what characteristics make an actor influential? To address the topic of influence, we build on a multilinear tensor regression framework (MLTR) that captures influence relationships using a tensor generalization of a vector autoregression model. Influence relationships in that approach are captured in a pair of n × n matrices and provide measurements of how the network actions of one actor may influence the future actions of another. A limitation of the MLTR and earlier latent space approaches is that there are no direct mechanisms through which to explain why a certain actor is more or less influential than others. Our new framework, social influence regression, provides a way to statistically model the influence of one actor on another as a function of characteristics of the actors. Thus we can move beyond just estimating that an actor influences another to understanding why. To highlight the utility of this approach, we apply it to studying monthly-level conflictual events between countries as measured through the Integrated Crisis Early Warning System (ICEWS) event data project.
Ward,
). The study of these types of data is made more interesting by the possibility that the relations observed do not arise or evolve independent of one another. Observations in relational data may be simultaneously dependent on all other observations due to the social ties and pathways that give shape to the global structure in which actors are embedded. This dependence is why many study relational data not as a set of independent dyadic observations, but as a network in which the link between a pair of actors influences and is influenced by other dyads. Characterizing the manner in which observations are interdependent and then using those interdependencies to examine the emergence and evolution of a network is a principal focus of social network analysis.
A popular approach framework through which to characterize interdependencies are latent variable models, such as the latent class (Snijders and Nowicki, ), distance (Hoff, Raftery and Handcock, ) , and factor models (Hoff, ) . Each of these model broader patterns-such as homophily and stochastic equivalence-as a function of node-specific latent variables. These approaches are effective at characterizing influence patterns that emerge in the network, but they are only able to explain those patterns through endogenous explanations. For example, actors that cluster together in the Euclidean space estimated from latent distance models or that are assigned to similar blocks by latent class models are assumed to possess some set of similar characteristics based on dependence patterns in the network. Yet, these approaches leave unanswered the question of what those characteristics are?
To address this broader question, we build on the bilinear network autoregression model introduced by Hoff ( ) and Minhas, Hoff and Ward ( ). At its core, this approach is a vector autoregression model extended to handle relational data. Within this approach dependencies between observations are captured by a pair of n × n matrices that measure sender-and receiver-level influence patterns. The model takes the following form: y ij,t = a ii b jj x i j ,t−1 + e ij . The term a i,i captures how previous actions of i affect those of i and b j,j shows how actions towards target j are influenced by prior actions toward j . To characterize influence patterns via a set of exogenous attributes we rewrite the influence parameters so that they depend
METHODS
Bilinear network autoregression model. Many studies examine the flows or linkages among actors, such as whether two countries are in a conflict with one another. Data from such studies can be thought of relational data which is often represented in the form of a matrix as shown in Figure . This matrix n × n where n denotes the number of actors in the network. The offdiagonals of represent the interaction that took place between two actors, so y ij represents an interaction that took place between actors i and j. In the case of undirected data, this
Rank regression (Izenman, ) is an approach to regression for data that do not conform to the normal Gaussian assumptions. In contrast to standard approaches, a Rank Regression imposes no real distributional assumptions on the underlying data. In particular rank regression bases its calculations on information about the ranks of the dependent variables. This also makes the resultant models less sensitive to outliers in the data, in the same way that the median is less influenced by outliers than the mean. may simply be an indicator that i and j are allied to one another. For directed data, the rows designate the senders of a particular action and the columns the receiver, so the y ij entry would represent an action sent from i → j. The diagonals are typically undefined indicating that actors do not interact with themselves. Figure represents the interactions that take place between actors for a snapshot in time.
In many fields, such as international relations, a single cross-section of data is insufficient, and we observe a time series of interactions between countries. Extending network approaches to studying longitudinal networks has become a topic of recent attention (Snijders, ; Krivitsky and Handcock, ; Sewell and Chen, ; Schein et al., ) . To represent longitudinal network structures, we begin by binding adjacency matrices into an array (see Figure ) . Specifically, let Y = {Y t : t = 1, . . . , T } be a time series of sociomatrices of relational data where T represents the number of time points, and the dimensions of this object are n × n × T . Estimating models on structures such as these is the focus of the bilinear autoregression model.
The basis of this approach is a first-order vector autoregression model in which we regress the network at one point in time on its lag. The parameters that captures the relationship between them are a pair of matrices that capture sender and receiver dependence patterns for each pair.
More concretely, a generalized bilinear autoregression model for Y is given:
where x i,j,t is a function of y i,j,t , such asx i,j,t ∼ log(y i,j,t−1 + 1).
In the next section we explore an example with count data. Therein Y is a time series of matrices of counts of events between actors. Accordingly, we model y i,j,t ∼ Poisson(e µ i,j,t ), wherex i,j,t = log(y i,j,t−1 + 1). The basis of this framework is still a generalized bilinear model so this approach is readily extendable to other distribution types. A and B are n × n "influence parameters." The value of a ii captures how predictive the actions of country i at time t − 1 are of the actions of country i at time t, while the value of b jj captures how predictive the actions directed at country j at time t − 1 are of the actions directed towards country j at time t. For example, consider a bilinear autoregression model on conflict that includes the United Kingdom (GBR) and the United States of America (USA). If we estimate that a GBR,USA is greater than zero, this implies that countries the USA initiated/continued a conflict with in period t − 1 are likely to also face a conflict from GBR in period t. Thus, GBR's future actions are influenced by the USA, or, put more concretely, actions of the USA are predictive of GBR's.
Social influence regression.
The SIR model explains the influence in terms of covariates and allows us to determine what makes an actor influential. Particularly, to determine the characteristics of i or i that are related to the influence a ii , we consider a linear regression model for a ii and b jj , given by a ii = α w ii and b jj = β w jj , where w ii is a vector of nodal and dyadic covariates specific to pair ii that we are using to estimate influence. The application we present in the following section has time-varying covariates, which this model is able to account for through time varying influence parameters: a ii t = α w ii t and b jj t = β w jj t .
The network autoregression model can be expressed as:
Typically, y i,j,t also has covariates. For example, we might want to condition estimation of the parameters on a lagged version of the dependent variable, y i,j,t−1 , a measure of reciprocity, y j,i,t−1 , and other exogenous variables. In the case of estimating a model on material conflict between a pair of countries, this might include other exogenous aspects such as the geographical distance between a pair of countries. These additional exogeneous parameters can be accommodated with a model of the form:
where z i,j,t represents the design array incorporating parameters that may have a direct effect on the dependent variable. The model presented here is a type of low-rank matrix regression: it regresses the outcome y ij,t on the matrix X ij,t . An unconstrained (linear) regression would be expressed as µ ij,t = θ z ij,t + C, X ij,t , where C is an arbitrary p × p matrix of regression coefficients to be estimated. In contrast, the regression specified above restricts C to be rank one, that is, expressible as C = αβ . This follows from the identity that αβ , X ij,t = α X ij,t β. Low rank matrix regression models have been considered by Li, Kim and Altman ( ) and Zhou, Li and Zhu ( ).
Estimation. To estimate the parameters, {θ, α, β} we employ an iterative process because the model is bilinear. Specifically, for a fixed β the model is linear in (θ, α). For fixed α the model is linear in (θ, β). Hence:
Maximum likelihood estimate can be obtained with an iterative block coordinate descent method for estimation of θ, α and β. Given initial values of β, iterate the following until convergence:
( ) Find the conditional maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of (θ, α) given β using iterative weighted least squares (IWLS);
( ) Find the conditional MLE of (θ, β) given α using IWLS.
Using this approach the problem of finding the conditional MLEs turns into a sequence of low dimensional generalized linear model (GLM) optimizations. For example, let n be the number of nodes, p be the length of each w ii vector, and q be the length of each z ij,t vector. Then step one from above can be implemented as follows:
(a) Letx ij,t be the vector of length p + q obtained by concatenating z ij,t and X ij,t β.
(b) Construct the matrixX having n × (n − 1) × T rows and p + q columns, where each row is equal tox ij,t for some (directed) pair i, j at time t.
(c) Let y be the vector of length n × (n − 1) × T consisting of the entries of Y = {Y 1 , . . . , Y T }, ordered to correspond to the rows ofX.
(d) Obtain the MLEs for the Poisson regression of y onX. From the regression coefficients, extract the (conditional) estimates of θ and α.
Step of the iterative algorithm works similarly, by replacing X ij,t β in item (a) with X ij,t α.
Inference. Approximate standard errors and confidence intervals for the parameters can be obtained from the derivatives of the log-likelihood function at the MLE. This claim, however,
Implementing this type of model is relatively straightforward using base functions such as glm in statistical software such as R, but the code to run these type of models is available in a package that will be hosted on CRAN and/or the corresponding author's github. comes with a caveat: The multiplicative parameters α and β are not identifiable, as the term α Xβ is the same as (α/c) X(cβ) for any scalar c. Meaningful derivative-based standard errors need to be derived from an identifiable parameterization of the model. An identifiable parameterization may be obtained by placing a scale restriction on α or β, or fixing one element of either. The identifiable parameterization employed herein restricts the first element of α to be one.
Log-likelihood derivatives of the identifiable parameters may be obtained by calculating the derivatives for the unconstrained, non-identifiable parameterization, and then using the chain rule to obtain the derivatives for the constrained, identifiable case. Let H be the matrix of second derivatives of the log-likelihood at the MLEψ of ψ = (θ, α, β) (using an identifiable parameterization). An estimate of the variance ofψ is given by H −1 , and standard errors forψ are given by the square roots of the diagonal elements fof H −1 . The asymptotic validity of these standard errors relies upon the assumption that the underlying model is correct. Alternatively, model-robust standard errors can be obtained using a Sandwich variance estimate,
where the matrix S is given by
withL ij,t denoting the derivative of the log-likelihood corresponding to the single observation y ij,t . In the application that follows we utilize model-robust standard errors. to create large data sets of dyadic events through the automatic extraction of information from on-line news archives. This has made it empirically easier to study interactions among countries, as well as among actors such as NGOs within countries.
The two most well-known developments include the ICEWS event data project (Boschee et al., a) and the Phoenix pipeline (OEDA, ). At present, the field of event data is evolving, but ICEWS remains the gold standard. For the purposes of this project we focus on utilizing the ICEWS database which also extends back farther in time. ICEWS draws from over different international and national focused publishers (Boschee et al., b) previously in period t − 1. This is autoregressive dependence. The expectation is that a dyad engaged in conflict in the previous period is more likely to be engaged in conflict in the next.
A lagged reciprocity parameter embodies the common argument that if country j receives conflict from i in period t, that in period t + 1 j may retaliate by sending conflict to i. The argument that reciprocity is likely to occur in conflict networks is certainly not novel, and has its roots in well known theories involving cooperation and conflict between states (Richardson, ; Choucri and North, ; Rajmaira and Ward, ; Goldstein, ).
A number of exogenous explanations have often been used to explain conflicts between dyads. One of the most common relates to the role of geography. Apart from conflict involving major powers, conflict between countries that are geographically proximate is typical (Bremer, ; Diehl and Goertz, ; Carter and Goemans, ). Figure provides some evidence for the tendency of conflict to occur between countries within the same region. The minimum, logged distance between the dyads operationalizes this covariate.
One of the most well developed arguments linking conflict between dyads to domestic institutions involves the idea of the democratic peace. The specific vein of this argument that Minimum distance estimation was conducted using the CShapes package (Weidmann, Kuse and Gleditsch, ).
has found the most support is the idea that democracies are unlikely to go to war with one another (Small and Singer, ; Maoz and Abdolali, ; Russett and Oneal, ). Arguments for why democracies may have more peaceful relations between themselves range from how they share certain norms that make them less likely to engage in conflict to others hypothesizing that democratic leaders are better able to demonstrate resolve thus reducing conflict resulting from incomplete information (Maoz and Russett, ; Fearon, ). To operationalize this argument, we construct a binary indicator that is one when both countries in the dyad are democratic.
We also control for whether or not a pair of countries are allied to one another using data from The last set of measures we use to predict dyadic conflict are derived from another ICEWS quad variable. Verbal cooperation counts the occurrence of statements expressing a desire to cooperate from one country to another. We include a lagged and reciprocal version of this variable to our specification. This monthly level measure of cooperation between states provides us with a thermometer measure of the relations between states that is measured at a low level of temporal aggregation.
We define a country as democratic if its polity score is greater than or equal to seven according to the Polity IV project (Marshall and Jaggers, ). We consider a pair of countries allied to one another if they share a mutual defense treaty, neutrality pact, or entente.
The extant literature has employed a variety of parameterizations to test this hypothesis. At times, a measure of trade dependence is calculated and at others just a simple measure of the trade flows between a pair of countries. We show results for the latter parameterization but results are consistent if we utilize a measure of trade dependence.
An example of a verbal cooperation event sent from Turkey to Portugal is the following: "Portugal will support Turkey's efforts to become a full member of the European Community, Portuguese President Mario Soares said on Tuesday." Parameters defining influence patterns. The novel feature of the SIR model is its ability to explain influence patterns as a function of an underlying regression model estimated jointly with the parameters directly modeling y ij through the iterative procedure described in the previous section.
Thus using the SIR model we can answer the following types of questions:
• Are actions directed at the one country at time t − 1 predictive of the actions directed towards another at time t?
• What characteristics can explain why the actions of the one country at time t − 1 are predictive of the actions of another country at time t?
The first covariate added to the influence specification, is simply a control for the distance between countries. A negative effect for the distance parameter in the case of sender influence would indicate that countries are likely to send conflictual actions to the same countries that their neighbors are sending conflictual actions too. In the case of receiver influence, a negative effect would indicate that countries are likely to be targeted by the same set of countries that their neighbors are receiving conflictual interactions from.
An interesting argument that has received continuing attention in the political science literature is the role that alliances play in either mitigating or increasing the level of conflict in the international system. A number of scholars have argued that in the case of a conflict, a country's allies will join in to honor their commitments thus increasing the risks for a multiparty interstate conflict (Snyder, ; Leeds, ; Vasquez and Rundlett, ) . We would find evidence for this argument if the ally parameter in the case of sender influence was positive, as that would indicate that countries are more likely to initiate or increase the level of conflict with countries that their allies are in conflict with.
Last, we include measures for the level of trade and verbal cooperation between countries.
Interpretations for how the effects of these covariates may play out follows a similar framework to what has been described above. Parameter Estimates. Figure depicts the parameter estimates using a set of coefficient plots. On the left, we summarize the estimates of the direct effect parameters. As expected, greater levels of conflict between a dyad in the last period are associated with greater levels of conflict in the present. This speaks to a finding common in the conflict literature regarding the persistence of conflicts between dyads (Brandt et al., ) . We also find evidence that countries retaliate to conflict aggressively, though this effect is imprecisely measured. In terms of our exogenous parameters, the level of conflict between a dyad is negatively associated with the distance between them, a finding that aligns well with the extant literature.
Additionally, as is typical in the extant literature we find that jointly democratic dyads are unlikely to engage in conflict with one another. Surprisingly, however, the level of trade between countries is positively associated with the level of conflict. The divergence of this finding with some of the extant literature may be a result of a variety of factors, such as our use of a measure of conflict that has much greater variance than the militarized interstate disputes measurement from the Correlates of War dataset. Or, it may be a consequence of having the network dependencies more fully specified for the first time.
Convergence diagnostics are presented in Figure A of of the more notable findings from the sender influence model is the role that alliance relationships play, and this effect is striking. For example, the USA shares sender influence ties with a number of Western European countries such as Germany and the United Kingdom, the USA also is more likely to send conflict to actors that Australia, South Korea and Japan have engaged in material conflict with, and many of these countries are likely to do the same. A predictor of receiver influence patterns is the distance between countries. Countries are more likely to be targeted by the same set of countries as their neighbors. This pattern manifests itself in the right-most visualization in Figure , where we find clumps of countries, such as Iraq, Lebanon, and Jordan, clustering together.
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Performance Comparison. A common and important argument for employing a network
based approach is that it aids in better accounting for the data generating process underlying relational data structures.
Thus, in this case, the network approach should actually better predict conflict in an out-ofsample test. To put the performance of this model in context, we compare it to a standard GLM that does not account for dependence patterns in the network, but is similarly parameterized. Additionally, given the recent interest in machine learning methods as tools for prediction within the social sciences we compare the performance against a generalized boosted model (GBM).
Boosting methods have become a popular approach in the machine learning to ensemble over decision tree models in a sequential manner. At each iteration, a new model is trained with respect to the error of the ensemble at that point. Friedman ( ) greatly extended the learning procedure underlying boosting algorithms, by modifying the approach to choose new models at every iteration so that they would be maximally correlated with the negative gradient of some loss function relevant to the ensemble. In the case of a squared-error loss function, this would correspond to sequentially fitting the residuals. We use a generalized version of this model developed by Ridgeway ( ) that extends this framework to the estimation of a variety of distribution types-in our case, a Poisson regression model. In general, these types of models have been shown to give substantial predictive advantage over alternative methods, such as GLM, and should provide a useful point of comparison.
To compare these approaches we first utilize a cross-validation procedure. This involves first randomly dividing T time points in our relational array into k = 10 sets and within each set we set randomly exclude five time slices from our material conflict array. We then run our models
The R gbm package on CRAN implements this estimator (Ridgeway, and GBM across the scoring rules mentioned above and a more standard metric, the RMSE. In the case of each of these metrics we find GLM performs the worst and that the social influence model performs the best. of taking a cross-validation approach they often just predict out some number of years. We perform such an exercise as well by dividing up our sample into a training and test set, where the test set corresponds to the last x periods in the data that we have available. We vary x from two to five. For instance, when x = 5 we are leaving the last five years of data for validation.
Results for this analysis are shown in Figure and there again we find that the social influence model has better out of sample predictive performance than the alternatives we test here.
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Brier Spherical These approaches have implicitly assumed that power is material and fungible. If China has more capabilities than India, it has more power. If India and Japan together have more capabilities than China, then they have more power. Yet, relying on these types of measures ignores the nuances of regional as well as global interactions, and disregards the contexts in which states interact. Further, the narrow interpretation of power characterized by purely detracts from a more relevant question regarding relational data, namely, how do the actions of actors within a network influence the actions of others. Through using the approach we have introduced here scholars can continue to test theories regarding the role that alliances or trade flows may play in influencing states, but can move towards doing so within a network context.
The work that we have done is also relevant for the networks literature. Discussions around measurements of influence often begin and end with the use of various centrality measures.
Yet, centrality measures just provide a representation of how "important" a node is within a June , network, and do not detail how a pair of nodes might be influencing the actions of one another. Further centrality measures for the most part are just descriptive tools. Of course one can shift towards using alternative approaches such as latent variable models, but these approaches cast little light on exogenous attributes that might be shaping how actors within a system influence one another in a longitudinal context. The approach that we introduce here is an extension of earlier work involving the bilinear autoregression model, and we have now simplified it into a rank one regression model. This approach allows us to estimate the role that nodal and dyadic attributes may play in how dyads influence one another, and because this approach is estimated within a GLM framework it is readily extendable to a variety of other settings.
APPENDIX
Visualization of convergence for direct (blue), sender influence (green), and receiver influence (red) parameters.
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